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1 Internalism vs. Externalism about Epistemic Justification

Internalism: Whether belief is justified turns on facts to which agents have
introspective access e.g.. (i) belief sufficiently supported by evidence; (ii) strong
undefeated reason

• Weak Internalism: Whether S’s belief is justified turns on facts to which
S has introspective access

• Strong Internalism: Whether S’s belief is justified turns on facts to which
S has introspective access and on whether S is in a position to know that
her belief is supported by those facts

Externalist: Denies that justification is solely a matter of states-of-affairs that
are guaranteed to be open to introspective view; ex: (i) product of reliable or
safe method

2 Normativity-Based Objection to Externalism

Externalism fails to offer a genuine normative epistemology

This objection comes in two flavors:

• Action-Guiding Objection

• Blameworthiness Objection

3 Motivating Internalism via Cases

1. 1Brain-in-a-vat: For all you know you could be a handless brain-in-a-vat
being electrochemically stimulated such that it appears to you that you are
a normally embodied person. If you were such a brain-in-a-vat you would
still believe you had hands

• Internalist verdict: Justified false belief.

• Intuition: Would be unfair to blame the BIV. This is explained by the
fact that he’s justified (so says the internalist).

• Nor would it be fair or action-guiding to demand that he believe the
truth! Externalism fails to give us action-guiding norms.

2. Clairvoyant: “Norman, under certain conditions that usually obtain, is
a completely reliable clairvoyant with respect to certain kinds of subject
matter. He possesses no evidence or reasons of any kind for or against the
general possibility of such a cognitive power, or for or against the thesis
that he possesses it. One day Norman comes to believe that the President
is in New York City, though he has no evidence either for or against this
belief. In fact the belief is true and results fromhis clairvoyant power, under
circumstances in which it is completely reliable.” (BonJour)

• Strong Internalist verdict: Unjustified belief.

• Weak Internalist verdict a bit more tricky. But we can give a sort of
‘counterpart’ argument to agree with the Strong Internalist.

• Externalist says that his belief is justified. If this is right, how can we
capture the sense in which he’s epistemically blameworthy⁈

3. Dogmatist: At a time t1 Mary walks into an art gallery and sees a red
sculpture. There is nothing abnormal about Mary’s perceptual faculties or
the lighting conditions in the gallery. She forms a belief that the sculpture
is red. At a slightly later time t2 a gallery assistant tells Mary that the sculp-
ture is illuminated by a hidden red light, such that any object it shines on
would look red even if it weren’t. Mary ignores the misleading testimony
and continues to believe, on the basis of her reliable perceptual faculties,
that the sculpture is red. She moreover (correctly) forms the belief that the
gallery assistant is deliberately misleading her – the gallery assistant is part
of an art installation about epistemic hoaxes – despite having no (indepen-
dent) evidence that this is the case. (Adaped from Lasonen-Aarnio)

• Intuitive response: Mary loses justification at t2 when misleading tes-
timony delivered.

• Many externalists, except ‘pure externalists’ try to accommodate this
intuition.

• Supposed to show that (pure) externalist norms can fail to be action-
guiding.
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